


Using crayons or colored pencils, 
complete the pages as you read 
through the PowerPoint presentation 
(note: markers may bleed 
through paper).

When finished, LOOK at pages 15-16 
for instructions how to cut the mini-
book and fold. See page 17 to create 
a cover for your Elements of  Art 
mini-book.



LINE

Use a pencil, pen, or marker to 
draw these 6 types of LINES.

If you were asked to make a drawing of a 
dog most likely you would use a LINE!  You 
use LINE to write words. We all use LINE!!!!!



The Scream
By Edvard Munch

Self  Portrait
By Pablo Picasso Purple Robe

By Henri Matisse

Artists use LINE to outline objects, to show 
movement and to add interest to their art!

LINE



SHAPE

Geometric Shapes

Positive Negative 

Organic Shapes

SHAPE is a flat area with an outline. 
You can draw SHAPES or cut SHAPES.

Use colored pencils, crayons, or 
markers to color and draw these

SHAPES.



SHAPE

Have you ever imagined 
“painting with scissors?” 
That is exactly what artist 

Henri Matisse did!

The Horse, the Rider and the Clown
By Henri Matisse

Polinesia, The Sky
By Henri Matisse



Value Scale

VALUE
Using value to 
show depth

Use a regular #2 pencil or a shading pencil to 
complete the value scale and ball. Notice 

where the light is located!



VALUEDrawing Hands
By M C Escher

The Night Watch
By Rembrandt

This art work by Escher is a great example of 
the use of shading. Notice how part of the 

picture looks like a flat drawing and how the 
hands look like they are real! 

That’s how VALUE and shading work!!!
Look at the lightest figures. They appear to have a 
light shining on them. Which figures do you think 

are most important?  This is VALUE contrast.



Primary Colors

Secondary Colors

Intermediate Colors
Color
Wheel

Use colored pencils, 
crayons, or markers to 

color in the 
Primary Colors, 

Secondary Colors, 
and Intermediate 

Colors.



COLOR

Woman with Green Stripe
By Henri Matissne

Man with Guitar
By Pablo Picasso

These two famous 
artists used color to 

express emotion.

Does this 
picture make 

you feel 
happy or 

sad? Why?

Are these 
colors 

realistic? 
Why would 

Matisse 
paint a face 
with these 

colors?



TEXTURE

Glue a piece of 
sandpaper here

How does 
it feel to 

touch tree 
bark? 
Glass? 
How 

would you 
draw 

them?

Use a pencil or 
pen and draw 
the  2 implied 

textures! Glue a 
piece of 

sandpaper at 
the bottom. 
That’s what 

texture really 
feels like!



Van Gogh and Durer both used 
texture in their art works.

TEXTURE

Starry Night
By Vincent van Gogh

Rhinocerus
By Albrect Durer



Overlapping Size Difference

Horizon Line

Atmospheric

SPACE
Use a pencil, 

pen, markers, or 
colored pencils 
to draw each of 

the different 
spatial 

techniques.



SPACE
La Grande Jatte
By Georges Seurat 

Bedroom at Arles
By Vincent van Gogh

Notice 
these:

• Shapes 
getting 
smaller

• Overlapping

• Shapes 
getting 
lighter and 
hazier in the 
distance











Optional 
Envelopes
These can be 
used to store 
your mini-book in 
a sketchbook or a 
folder


